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Rainbow Center News
SPRING INTENSIVE
It is time to begin to consider our May Intensive. St.
Germain is taking us to new levels of self-awareness all
of the time. You have been the greatest mystery. It is
time to discover your inner wisdom and
enlightenment with “Finding the Joy of Greater Selfwisdom and Inner Knowing”. The intensive will be
May 17, 18 and 19, 2019.

The Goddess group alter with Goddess Isis.
The CDs and MP3s of the Goddesses on the Year of
Conscious Communication are available now. You
may go to the website or call me to order.

Join us, in 2019, by signing up for the Personal
Growth package. This has proven to be one of the
most popular offerings that St. Germain has given.
People are excited about the changes in their lives and
express joyful anticipation for the future. Changes on
all levels are bringing a whole new lease on life as we
evolve into New Humans. This year St. Germain’s
Teachings, which are a part of the Personal Growth
Package, will focus on how the Virtues can actually
help in creating a healthier, happier, richer life.

Click here for 2018 Personal Growth Package Details

As the paradigms are clearly changing and everything
seems to be in some level of limbo, we are being
directed to find the home base of Spirit within and feel
the firm foundation of who we truly are. The world
has defined us for life times and told us how limited
we are, while holding the promise of greater good
somewhere beyond the physical world. We are now
being called to remember how to blend the best of our
spiritual world and our physical world, so that we can
live what we have searched for, for life times, here and
now. Feel St. Germain’s Love, compassion and
wisdom as he gently and directly shows us what we
have been waiting for, becoming the Spiritual
Humans.
We invite you to join us in person. Call or email
Molly for more information.
CDs and mp3s will be available.
MARCH GROUP
The group will be on March 17 at 2 PM MT. St.
Germain speaks about “It Is Not About THEM Until
You Allow It to Be About You”.
The blame game must stop and it cannot stop as long
as humanity keeps looking outside of themselves for
the flaws. Criticism, faultfinding and judgment solve
nothing. There are so many words of blame that the
air is as thick with the opposition as a battlefield is with
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smoke. “I did not do that” has become the fifth
amendment of life. Master not only does not make
excuses, but seeks to live a life that sits so well with the
inner self that there is no need to always be on the
defensive. Hoping not to get caught does not make for
a life of contentment. When the focus is on creating a
positive life, it won’t be perfect, but it can be expansive
in Love.
CD’s and MP3s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2019 Groups

MARCH TEACHING
St. Germain continues The Pathway to Personal
Growth Leads Inward with “Spiritual Intimacy
Requires Involvement”. People dream of perfect
relationships and then are so disappointed when the
other person is not what they expected. Rather than
complaining about how the other person falls short of
perfection, LET GO OF PERFECTION! Enjoy
others for who they are. Appreciate their uniqueness
and be amazed at the delightful person that can
emerge when they are not buried under criticism.
When you put yourself in the relationship rather than
just being a watcher, you get so much more out of the
involvement with others.
The call-in for the Teaching is on the second
Wednesday evening of each month at 7 pm MT.
Our call-ins for the Q&A are on the fourth
Wednesday evening each month at 7 pm MST.
The call-ins allow you to join in to hear the teaching
and ask questions at the Q&A.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2018 Teachings with the Master

ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON in PISCES—March 6
The New Moon in Pisces is conjunct Neptune, Ruler
of Pisces, as well as Vesta. As the brightest of the
asteroids, it is the flame that burns in the heart of every
human. Without this connection to the Divine within
we would not feel the power of creativity or the
necessary energy to bring about the life we desire. If
we do not feel the power, it is not because the fire
does not burn, but that we have shut down the
acceptance that it exists for us. This inspires selfconfidence and gives us the passion to move forward
toward the goals that we desire to accomplish. This
New Moon present the opportunity to connect deeper
with the heart and Soul centers and to recognize the
feeling of connecting with both seen and unseen.
The dreams that come from this power linkage
between the Sun, Moon and Neptune conjunction can
be revealing, uplifting and informative. This union
brings glimpses of the futures that are possible.
“Nothing is chipped in stone”. One issue that people
have with prediction is that the logical mind I so literal
that it dares not see greater good, most of the time. It
will interpret downward in order not to be
disappointed.
The Sun, Moon, Neptune and Vesta are sextile Saturn
which brings a wonderful grounding energy that assists
us to enjoy the potentials without getting to far away
from the connection within. This is an element of
Spiritual multi-tasking that pays off as we remember
how to use it. Take four parts creative essence and add
a nice portion stability for an unbeatable mix of
creative possibilities. This assures practicality without
the dismal view that logic can take when it is taken too
seriously. This configuration can provide the gateway
to achieving some of our greatest dreams and
exceeding the limits that the world seems to need to
put on high aspirations. Saturn stresses that we stay
grounded, but the intuitive elements can show us new
ways to accomplish our goals in an “outside the box”
manner.
Pluto is also sextile this configuration in Pisces. Pluto
adds the power of manifestation to the mis. Capricorn
is the sign that is connected to our success in the
world. The old order has been all about following the
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rules that lead us deeper into limitation and lack of
vision. “What would they say?” has been the motto of
patriarchal thinking. Pluto can play Devil’s Advocate
or it can simply point the way to unexplored pathways.
It is up to us to use our discernment. The
combination of divine intervention and support from
Saturn and Pluto calls us to hear the call of The More
of life and rise to the occasion.
Change is the standard of Mastery. The fear of change
holds powerful people in places of darkness and
doubt. Change is inevitable. Refusing to take the next
step just delays the accessibility to THE MORE. Faith
says, “Walk to the edge of all the Light that you can
see and take the next step.” That will reveal the Truth
that the Light goes with you no matter what. Jupiter
squares this whole grouping in Pisces including
Mercury. Jupiter is about doing things in a big way,
therefore, it requires consideration so that what is
being brought to being does not get excessive. The
mind has a tendency to think that if a little is good a
whole lot more is even better. This is not necessarily
so. Promises and apologies are tools of the EGO
mind, that rushes into things and then just says “I ‘m
sorry” as an after thought which means very little if
anything. The finger of blame is all too ready to point
out flaws in others in these times. Just remember the
three fingers that are pointing back at self. The Jupiter
and Neptune co-rulership over Pisces can help us to
feel just how Loved and protected we are. The EGO
is always wanting challenge that love and test it. “If I
am this bad, will you still Love me?” The answer from
the Divine is a resounding “YES”! Unconditional
Love does not take sides.

FULL MOON in LIBRA—March 20-21
This is the fifth Full Moon in a row that has fallen in
the first degree of the sign it is in. This Full Moon in
Libra also marks the Spring Equinox. The long night
of winter is ending and there is “light at the end of the
tunnel of cold and darkness”. This Full Moon in Libra
also emphasizes that WE are a part of the WHOLE I
AM consciousness. Aries always wants to charge
ahead, while the Goddess energy of Libra calls “Wait,
take the time to enjoy the shifts and changes”. Let us
walk together sometimes, rather than getting so caught
up in competition that we haven’t got time to get to
know one another better. The preconceived notions
of the past blind us to what the inner eye wants us to
see. EACH ONE IS DIFFERENT AND UNIQUE

AND WE ARE ALL CONTRIBUTORS TO THE
ONENESS IN OUR OWN INDIVIDUAL WAY.
The Sun is conjunct Chiron, The Wounded Healer.
We can become so caught up in defining ourself that
we find ourselves alone and lonely. When there is the
depth of inner knowing, “This is who I AM”, there is a
willingness to own that knowing without defensiveness.
The FOOL in the tarot deck is the Magickal Child
that trusts, and in that acceptance allows greater things
to happen because the vision is of the wonder of
creation, rather than everything that could go wrong.
Venus, ruler of Libra, in Aquarius cojoined with the
Black Moon Lillth. Venus has the ability to charm her
way through situations and the Black Moon brings an
element of rebellion, so we will more than likely, be
seeing those in positions of power attempting move
through opposition by using smoke and shadows to
prevent people from seeing what they are really doing.
This seems to be the current trend as Revelation is
shining its light on everything and everyone. There
really is “No hiding place” on Earth. We are being
shown that fighting to stop others from doing what
they are doing is not nearly as effective as changing our
own perspective.
Venus, in Aquarius, and the Moon, in Libra, are both
in air signs which draws attention to the true nature of
trends. Venus may want to oppose the changes, while
the Moon may desire to align with them. Trends are
temporal, however with Mars in Taurus trine Saturn,
Pluto and the South Node in Capricorn: Some actions
that are being taken can lasting effects. The wisdom of
these aspects is to listen within and not be dependent
on the ideas and promises of others without having
Faith in self. The EGO’s fear promotes quick action
without consideration of the outcome. People in a
hurry to push actions and ideas through, tend to
overlook important pieces of information or even
withhold them to give a certain impression that is not
altogether clear.
Perhaps the most resounding message that can come
from this Full Moon is that WE ARE NOT ALONE.
As we take the time to feel within we discover that
internal warmth that assures us that we are Love,
special and important, even when we doubt it.
Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com
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QUOTES FOR THE MONTH
Fear and pain come from denial of your Soul.
Tending and engaging your Soul releases fear and
pain. --- Lazaris
Everyone can be a story teller. Be aware of the stories
you tell, for in their telling you design your world.
Pay attention to the energy that you put into your
stories, so that you create a world of loving
belonging. When you belong, it is an invitation for all
to belong. --- St. Germain
Creation comes from Chaos. When you name the
energy of Chaos it becomes what it is named. Order
is brought forth. It is the naming that creates your
world. How are you naming yourself, the people,
things and conditions in your world? --- St.
Germain
Let your Magical Child play in fields of imagination.
Let your fantasies run free. Discover the wildness in
imagination. With the blossom of creativity
innovation comes into being. Give birth to creativity
and innovation comes into being. --- Lazaris

ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Dearly Beloved Masters, OUT OF CHAOS COMES
ORDER! In the Beginning there was only Chaos;
energy going everywhere without a name or direction.
and GOD said, “Let there be light and there was.”
That was the first WORD of creation. We keep
reminding you that you are creative Masters and you
have the power to create through your words. So,
Beloved Masters, what are you creating?
Listen to the stories that you tell about your life. You
repeat them again and again. They become your law
and the form in which your life is shaped. The EGO
says, “But I am not God.” However, you are a co creator with GOD by Divine Design. You are
powerful beyond your willingness to accept it. You can
kill or heal. You can wound or mend. You can have a
blessed life or fill it with curses. It is your Free Will to
choose the way that you live. You can define yourself
as a victim; feel how victimization feels as you own it as
you. When you are using words, pay attention to how
the energy of those words feels in your solar plexus, in
your stomach. This is a year of Conscious
Communication and as you take the time to recognize
what you are creating by how the words that you speak
impact you, you will begin to be aware that you do
create your own life, your own reality or illusion and it
is 100% within your realm of influence to have the life
that you desire. Blaming others seems like the easy
way out of difficult situations, but in reality it only
causes more pain and limitation. Taking charge of
your life and affairs is not bombarding others with how
great you are. It is quietly living the authorship
(authority) that is yours in your own life. When you
argue it is an attempt to steal power (energy) from
others. It is a temporary fix. Soon you begin to feel
depleted and there must be continuous displays of
conflict the attempt to hold power over others to keep
refilling the limited energy that you feel. The EGO
believes that it must get the energy to survive by taking
it from others. If you are willing to feel within you will
discover the amazing power that belongs to you; power
that is unlimited when used wisely. Children develop
survival skills when they are small and have no other
means of survival, but to take energy from their
parents if the parents to not share energy with them.
Divine directive set the spirit of Love in motion so that
children would draw the necessary energy to thrive
and grow from their parents. When parents are
preoccupied or too busy to take the time for the
children then children use the Control Games that are
discussed in the Celestine Prophesies to get the power
to survive. When there is not enough love for the
child to thrive, they develop the failure to thrive and
quite often, children in orphanages die from a lack of
love.
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The Earth is involved in a massive power struggle for
Love. There is more Love pouring into the essence of
the planet than ever, but the awareness that something
is missing is becoming clearer and the battles for
energy, (gas, oil, fossil fuel), for power by domination,
which is another ploy of the EGO to steal that life
preserving essence of Love from others and wars over
land, space and freedom are boiling over everywhere.
The fear of “not enough” is generating weather
patterns that are destroying land, global warming that
is causing the waters (emotions) to reclaim the earth
and the desperate need to get rid of people and
situations that appear to limit freedom. When there is
a crisis, “fight or flight” syndrome takes over and that
affects the kidneys, adrenals, heart and liver which
brings all manner of diseases thate thrive on toxic
waste in the body. The mind says, “I’VE GOT TO
GET AWAY”. Where are you going to go? The ideas
and fears that are generating the panic are coming
from the mind, in its relentless need to be in control.
Your Spirit abides in the Soul Center of your energetic
bodies. We describe the Heart, Solar Plexus and
Splenic Chakras as the power center of the body, but it
is truly energy. The changes within your energy bodies
are allowing more and more Spirit into your
consciousness. You have always been a spiritual being,
however the shifts in frequency that are occurring for
the Earth are bringing constant and often dramatic
realizations within. Things that you have believed,
things that you have been taught are being transmuted
so that the fog of Illusion is clearing. You may have
flashes of insight and new awareness that reveal a
world beyond the limits of this physical plane. Neuropathways that have been disconnected for lifetimes are
being restored and the outcome is a much clearer and
deeper self-awareness than ever before. Many people
will be startled or amazed by the new clarity. Others
may be disturbed by the differences that they
experience within themselves and attempt to shutdown
or turn away from what is happening.
Since these changes are global, high-frequency and
involve everyone on Earth they cannot be avoided by
the logical mind’s attempt to make them go away.
These changes are a part of where humanity is moving
in the total evolution of the cosmos. The mind wants
to just ignore what it does not understand. Change is
inevitable. Humans have always wanted to make
changes as slowly as possible in the hope that nothing
will really be that different in their lifetime. The whole
of the energetic patterns that govern the Earth are
being translated into a new technological language that
will allow a deeper understanding among all peoples.

Languages have been used to separate countries and
people (the Bable affect), to keep “strangers” away, to
allow secrets and judgments to made before those who
do not speak the language so that they will “never
know” what was spoken against them. These
separations have been called protection or privacy,
often because of the fear of the differences in people.
The new energies are offering opportunities for
everyone to recognize the beauty of their own
specialness within and therefore the beauty of the
uniqueness of others. When the focus is on the
discovery of ways to share and benefit each other the
interdependence of Mastery begins to illuminate the
inner world of all. There have always been beings who
desire to create chaos rather than to use chaos to bring
order. New levels of inner knowing allow the
recognition of the requirement to be aligned with self,
not in defensiveness of thought and mind, but in
caring that brings the stronger protection of Love.
War will prove to use more and more energy to the
point of exhaustion. The logic of war is showing just
how costly the destruction is. To seek to destroy the
lives of others set off a chain link reaction that
influences minds who enjoy power above compassion.
The cost of destruction is causing everyone, even
those who might say, “It didn’t happen to me so it is
not my problem” to recognize that all truly are one
and when the many are affected the whole is required
to respond. Whether the destruction is war or
weather, no matter what country is directly influenced
the financial, emotional and cultural impact is like a
shock wave that rocks the whole world. Through the
collective consciousness the mental and emotional
climate of the planet is connected. There are many
things that have been dismissed as unreal or untrue
because logic could not explain them. Now those
“mysteries” are beginning to be explained, not just by
science, but by the changes that spiritual evolution is
bringing to the fore.
What you create and who you are is important to the
whole. The great, showy productions are dramatic, the
ordinary, everyday actions of life lived in consideration
of the preciousness of life are the things that will
endure and sustain the whole in the ongoing. And so
Beloved Masters, We are delighted and intrigued. We
are touched and heartened. We see all that is
occurring and understand how difficult it is to take in
that no matter how things look, if you are willing, life is
getting better. In the greatest of Love, We are with
you. I remain your humble servant. I AM the Lord St.
Germain
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ADS
In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.
Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

To order my book on Amazon, go to
Amazon.com and type in Crystals and
Dragons: A Journey of Discovery. The
kindle version will be available in a
couple of days. The books will be
available at the Center by the end of the
month. Thanks a bunch!
The book is now available through
Eternal Ice crystal store, 894 Ln. 11 ½,
Powell, WY., 82520.
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Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.

Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.

You can contact her at:
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com

(307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.
Delphinia Bey is a massage therapist, who does reiki,
Bio-Genesis tools, Crystal layouts and other
modalities. You can reach her for massage
appointments at 307 349-2120.

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail.com or 307-335-8113.

SPRING IS COMING!
Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.
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